










 

We start out with the system losses at 18.8 MW. 

Varying phase angle varies the flow of real power in the system. First, we modify the phase shifter value 
and increase it to 4 degrees. This lowers real power flows on a few lines and redirects the power. The 
losses are reduced to 15.66 MW. 

Next, we redirect the reactive power flows. Reactive power generation and consumption is highly local 
and follow the power system adage “vars don’t travel”. 

We switch on the 12.7 Mvar capacitor at bus TREE69, 20.3 MVAR at bus 12MAN69, 7.3 MVar at bus 
Rudder 69, 14.8Mvar at bus Maroon69, which further reduces the losses to 15.5 MW.  

As observed a large amount of reactive power flows from bus SLACK345 to Texas345 which can be 
controlled by controlling the tap on transformer from Texas345 to Texas69. Lowering the tap ratio 
lowers the system losses to 14.56 MW.  

Now switching on the capacitor bank at BATT69 makes use of local reactive power and further reduces 
losses to 14.46 MW.  

Again, large reactive power flows from Slack345 to WEB138. Lowering the tap ratio of the transformer 
at WEB138 to WEB69 reduces the losses to 14.16 MW. 

 

 

  



 

Easy way to access all buses in powerworld is by using Model Explorer which provides a list of all buses. 
Same applies for all shunts. The shunt status can be controlled by using model explorer. 

 

Selected bus for observation : 5424 (V = 1.07837pu) 

Capacitor bank near the observed bus is connected to bus 5422. This capacitor is switched OFF. 

Now the voltage of the observed bus is lowered to 1.02830pu. 

Now, with the capacitor at bus 5422 switched ON again, about 8 to 10 500kV lines around our observed 
bus are taken out of service after which the voltage on observed bus is lowered to 1.055pu. 

 

 

 


